
LINDBY CUSTOM, INC.
Per Lindby and his wife, Anne, pride themselves 
in the design and manufacture of bars that feature 
superior function and un-matched style. We have 
pointed out that you can fi nd their products on 
everything from the fi nest customs to the latest 
stock applications, which now includes their full 
range of bars for the 2012 FLD Switchback. For 
your riders who are looking for more than just 
a “crash bar,” Lindby is clearly the best choice.

LINBAR® CHROME FRONT HIGHWAY BAR
•Made from 11/4” high-strength steel for long-lasting durability
•Precision bent and welded for a perfect fit every time
•Neoprene O-rings provide traction in all climates

U.S. Patent #D361311

NOTE:  Not recommended for use with extended forward controls 
or extended floorboards.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0505-1188 For 12 FLD $349.95

FRONT MULTIBARS®
•Made from a single piece of  high-
strength steel for long-lasting durability

•Built-in bonded rubber footrests that 
provide traction and allow riders 
to adjust their position

•Constructed from 11/4” tubing
•Easily installed with included hardware

Multibar U.S. Patent #D548142

NOTE:  Not recommended for use 
with extended forward 
controls/floorboards.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 12 FLD
0505-1189 Triple-chrome plated finish $269.95
0505-1190 Gloss black powder-coated finish 269.95

UNIBAR®
•Traditional OEM-style highway bars
•Made from high-quality 11/4” high-tensile steel tubing
•Easy installation with included hardware
•Available in triple-chrome-plated and black powder-coat finish

NOTE:  Not recommended for use with extended forward controls 
or extended floorboards.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 12 FLD
0505-1191 Triple chrome-plated finish $179.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 12 FLD (CONT)
0505-1192 Black powder-coated finish $179.95

AIL PART # DESCRIPTI

MARCH 2012  MARCH 2012  

TION SUG RETAIL

0505-1191
0505-1192

0505-1189

0505-1190
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BLACK BIG RADIUS
•Big 21/2” full header and 
muffler heat shield system 
is virtually blue-proof

•Feature scalloped tips 
for a unique look

•Removable baffles and 
mounting hardware included

•Include mounts for factory 
O2 sensors as required

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE:  Will not fit models 
with kickstarts.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1800-1421 For 12 FXS/FLST models $804.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1800-1420 For 12 FXD/FXDWG models (except Switchback) $804.95

CHROME BIG SHOTS LONG
•Feature the revolutionary Power Chamber™ 
design; a unique cross-over system that increases 
horsepower and torque

•Armed with full-coverage 21/2” heat shields that 
are essentially blue-proof for long-lasting style

•Like all Vance & Hines systems, these feature 
a superior fit and an unrivaled chrome finish

•Meticulously finished billet end caps
•Removable baffles and all mounting 
hardware included

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: Will not fit models with kickstarts.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1800-1422 For 12 FXS/FLST models $703.95
 

SHORTSHOTS STAGGERED
•A revolution in blue-proof exhaust technology, Vance & Hines delivers the short, fat, straight-pipe look with twin slash-cut ends
•High style and performance combined with unbeatable value
•13/4” headpipes with 220° coverage heat shields
•Includes removable baffles, mounting hardware 
and instructions

•Black pipes feature full coverage heat shields coated 
with a race-quality black ceramic contrasted 
with a signature chrome badge and end tips

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 12 FXS/FLST MODELS
1800-1414 Chrome $384.95
1800-1415 Black 464.95

1800-1421
1800-1420

TSSHHHHOOOOTTS S

1800-1414 1800-1415
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PRO PIPE CHROME
•The latest evolution in the Vance & Hines 
2-into-1 legacy, Pro Pipe Chrome provides 
all the bling along with the bang

•Includes tuned length stepped headers with 
a highly efficient merge collector that feeds 
into the stepped megaphone design

•Complete with header and collector heat shields, as well 
as a shield over the first step of the megaphone; also features 
a CNC-machined chrome plated billet end cap

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: Not for Softail models with Heritage-style saddlebags.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1800-1470 For 12 FXS/FLST models $604.95
 

TWIN SLASH 2-INTO-1 SLIP-ON MUFFLER
•Designed specifically to work with the new 2-into-1 for the 2012 
Dyna Switchback

•Chrome slip-on features a large 4-inch muffler body with Vance & Hines’ 
signature twin slash end treatment

•Uses an all new maintenance-free baffle that also minimizes 
heat discoloration

•Twin Slash 2-into-1 slip-on gives you the perfect blend of the performance 
and sound

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1801-0576 For 12 FLD $249.95

4” SILVER BULLET™ 
MUFFLERS FOR DRESSERS
•Increase horsepower and torque while 
improving gas mileage

•High-quality construction with Samson’s 
Quad Chrome or Sinister black ceramic finish; 
tapered mufflers feature chrome end caps

•Removable baffles allow customization of sound and performance (noted mufflers include Decibel Killer baffles, which reduce sound emission)
•Mounting hardware included
•Sold in pairs
•Made in the U.S.A.
PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 95-12 FLT, FLHT, FLHX, FLTR, FLHR
1801-0537 Chrome 30” mufflers w/ chrome tips (Decibel Killer baffles) $599.95
1801-0540 Chrome 35” mufflers w/ chrome tips 599.95
1801-0539 Chrome 35” mufflers w/ chrome tips (Decibel Killer baffles) 599.95
1801-0541 Chrome 32” Slash-cut mufflers 399.95
1801-0538 Black 30” mufflers w/ chrome tips (Decibel Killer baffles) 599.95
 

1801-0537

1801-0538

1801-05391801-0540

1801-0541
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TRU POWER HIGH-PERFORMANCE TRUE DUAL HEADERS AND MUFFLERS
•The ultimate true dual performance exhaust system
•Integrated five-step header design is dyno-perfected for maximum horsepower and torque gains
•Mufflers are fully and properly tuned, no other slip-on muffler compares
•Mufflers include CNC-machined billet “Stealth” tips in chrome or gloss black ceramic finish; tips will not discolor
•Tips can be rotated 180° to show or hide the laser-engraved LA Choppers logo
•Stealth end caps feature gloss black ceramic coat finish
•Headpipes only work with listed slip-on mufflers
•Headpipes and mufflers are sold separately
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 TRU POWER TRUE DUAL HEADERS
1802-0207 For 95-06 FLT, FLHT, FLHX, FLHT, FLTR models 

(except SE models) $609.95
1802-0208 For 07-08 FLHT, FLHX, FLHR, FLTR models 609.95
1802-0209 For 09 FLHT, FLHX, FLHR, FLTR models 609.95
1802-0210 For 10-12 FLHT, FLHR, FLTR models 609.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 3.5” MUFFLERS
1801-0564 Chrome w/ gloss black ceramic tips $429.95
1801-0565 Chrome w/ chrome tips 429.95
 4” MUFFLERS
1801-0568 Chrome w/ gloss black ceramic tips 449.95
1801-0569 Chrome w/ chrome tips 449.95

ERS

RETRO TOP-END CONVERSION KITS
•Give your Shovelhead engine that nostalgic look of a Panhead
•Kit consists of a set of S&S P-series cylinder heads with rocker cradles, S&S roller 
rocker arms, S&S hydraulic tappets, billet tappet guides, Quickee pushrods, pushrod 
cover clips and all required gaskets and hardware for assembly

•Heads have a Shovelhead bolt pattern, making them compatible with any stock 
or aftermarket cylinders for 66-84 Big Twins; heads come complete with valves 
and .590” lift valve springs

•Accept stock or S&S O-ring-style manifolds for Shovelheads and any exhaust system 
made to fit a shovelhead engine

NOTE: Kits do not include pan covers.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 66-84 BIG TWIN SHOVELHEAD
0930-0089 For stock bore cylinders $2,249.95
0930-0090 For 35/8” bore cylinders 2,249.95

SIXER SADDLEBAGS
•Injection-molded, hard ABS 
plastic makes them durable 
and weather resistant

•Satin black finish or gloss black finish
•Secure and lockable (keys included)
•Push-button locks with a sleek profile design
•Each bag measures 12.75” H x 18.5” W x 8.5” D
•Universal multi-fit brackets included
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR ALL H-D (EXCEPT XL)
3501-0748 Gloss black $599.95
3501-0751 Satin black 499.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR XL
3501-0750 Gloss black $599.95
3501-0753 Satin black 499.95
 

finish
ded)
profile design

AIL

95
95

1802-0209 Left side 1802-0209 Right side

1801-0564

1801-0569

3501-0748 3501-0751

0930-0090



CONTOUR 
FORWARD CONTROLS
•High-quality billet aluminum 
and steel construction in stock 
or +2” extended styles

•11/16” master cylinder integrates 
racing technology in both 
push rod and piston 
for less effort at pedal

•Fully-adjustable shift lever 
and brake arm ride on Teflon bearings

•Utilizes stock H-D kickstand and return spring unless noted
•Brake-side pedal is mounted forward of footpeg for immediate braking response
•Includes contour rubber-insert footpegs and toe pegs
•Available in chrome and Contrast Cut™ finishes
•Contrast Cut™ finish starts with a polished forward control that has been 
black anodized, then recut to open up the design

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: 07-12 FXST/FLST models will require the use of a 00-06 kickstand assembly.
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PERFORMANCE MACHINE
The Sands family’s “Obsession With Perfection,” rolls on. 
Their new Super Gas Merc Air Cleaners are fl ying off of shop 
shelves everywhere and, as you can see here (we hate to spread 
rumors),  there are hints of other exciting new products 
in the pipeline . With state-of-the-art, in-house design, testing lab 
and manufacturing, this family business continues to move 
the custom bar higher with every new product they introduce.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
 FOR 00-12 FXS/FXCWC/FXST/FLST
1622-0439 +2” length, chrome $999.95
1622-0438 +2” length Contrast Cut 999.95

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
 FOR 84-99 FXST/FLST
1622-0441 +2” length, chrome $999.95
1622-0440 +2” length Contrast Cut 999.95

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
FOR 91-12 FXD
1622-0443 Stock length, chrome $999.95
1622-0442 Stock length, Contrast Cut 999.95

ELITE FOOTPEGS AND SHIFT PEGS
•CNC-machined from billet aluminum
•Durable, knurled rubber with an embossed PM logo 
•Optimal comfort and style 
•Available in chrome or black anodized
•Mounts directly to OEM H-D clevis

SUPER GAS MERC AIR CLEANERS
•CNC-machined aluminum backing plate with internal 
breathing system

•Include a high-volume K&N air filter
•Contrast Cut™ finish starts with a polished air cleaner that 
has been black anodized, then recut to open up the design

•Black Ops™ finish features gloss black on top of a contrasting 
textured black finish for outstanding durability and looks

•All mounting hardware included
•Made in the U.S.A. 

NOTE: Faceplates are not interchangeable.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOOTPEGS W/ 45° MALE MOUNTS
1620-0885 Chrome $99.95
1620-0884 Black anodized 99.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOOTPEGS W/  STRAIGHT MALE MOUNTS
1620-0883 Chrome $99.95
1620-0882 Black anodized 99.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 SHIFT PEGS
1603-0164 Chrome $24.95
1603-0163 Black anodized 24.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 08-12 FLHT/FLHR/FLHX/FLTR AND H-D FL TRIKE
1010-1090 Contrast Cut $419.95
1010-1086 Chrome 419.95
1010-1094 Black Ops 419.95
 FOR 93-06 BIG TWIN W/ CV CARB & 01-12 TWIN CAM 
W/ DELPHI EFI (EXCEPT 08-12 TOURING)
1010-1089 Contrast Cut 419.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 93-06 BIG TWIN W/ CV CARB & 01-12 TWIN CAM  
W/ DELPHI EFI (EXCEPT 08-12 TOURING) (CONT)
1010-1085 Chrome $419.95
1010-1093 Black Ops 419.95
 FOR 93-06 BIG TWIN MODELS W/ S&S E OR G CARB
1010-1092 Contrast Cut 419.95
1010-1088 Chrome 419.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 93-06 BIG TWIN MODELS 
 W/ S&S E OR G CARB (CONT)
1010-1096 Black Ops $419.95
 FOR 91-12 XL
1010-1091 Contrast Cut 419.95
1010-1087 Chrome 419.95
1010-1095 Black Ops 419.95

g

N SUG RETAIL

ART # DESCRIPTION
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1620-0882
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1603-0164

1620-0883
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NAUTICAL STAR 
DOMED RISERS
•Fits all 11/4” handlebars
•3.5” tall
•Mounts with existing hardware
•Sold in pairs
•Made in the U.S.A.

NYC CHOPPERS
Whether your customer is looking for 
a hot Bobber add-on in the OldBook™ 
or the latest trick for an Evo Chopper in the 
FatBook™, you will fi nd NYC’s accessories 
throughout. Nick Genender and his crew at 
NYC not only conceive and create some of 
the hottest Choppers rolling, but also some 
of the most stylish and functional parts 
for a very wide range of bikes. Every ride. 
Every rider. There’s plenty here for all.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0602-0463 For 08-11 FLSTSB $282.95
0602-0462 For standard triple trees 282.95

L BLACK HANDLEBAR CLAMPS
•Fit 1” handlebars
•Bolts to existing risers
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR MOST 84-12 MODELS W/ 3 1/2” ON-CENTER RISERS AND OFFSET MOUNTING HOLES
0603-0319 Nautical star $124.95
0603-0320 Iron cross 124.95
0603-0321 Back cut 102.95
0603-0322 Ball milled 102.95
 

CUSTOM 
WIRE 
HARNESS
•Coated wire with 
retro casing

•Marine grade 
ignition/starter 
switch with 
retaining nut

•Relays 30 amp and 
15 amp, mounting 
clips and hardware

•Three-way toggle
•8’ L
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
2120-0387 Wire harness $191.95

RETRO 
BATTERY CABLES
•Black with red inflec 
with red ends

•4-gauge cable 
manufactured with pure electrolytic-grade 36-gauge 
tinned copper strands for maximum current transfer 
and superior flexibility 

•All manufactured with 1/4” and 5/16” cable
•Increase starter performance by providing maximum current to starter motor
•Sold each
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 POSITIVE
2113-0247 8” $18.95
2113-0248 10” 19.95
2113-0249 12” 20.95
2113-0250 14” 21.95
2113-0251 16” 22.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 NEGATIVE
2113-0252 8” $18.95
2113-0253 10” 19.95
2113-0254 12” 20.95
2113-0255 14” 21.95
2113-0256 16” 22.95
 

S

t t t t t

CABLE, HOSE AND WIRE DRESS-UP KIT
•A dynamic covering that contours surfaces for a smooth, custom look
•Cover your wire harnesses, handlebar wiring, brake lines, throttle lines and fuel hose
•Will easily expand to fit over ends with a snug fit
•Easy to install and provides long-lasting protection
•Includes 6 ft. of 1/2”, 20 ft. of 3/8”, 8 ft. of 1/4” diameter expandable 
covering, six zip ties and black and carbon fiber look shrink tubing

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
0659-0011 Black $25.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION
SUG. 

RETAIL
0659-0012 Carbon fiber $25.95
 

SUG

0602-0462

0602-0463

0603-0319 0603-0320

2113-0247 2113-0256

0603-0321 0603-0322
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STREAMLINE 
FLOORBOARDS
•New shape for a custom look
•Stamped steel construction, available with 
a chrome or gloss black finish

•Driver floorboards have built-in vibration isolating dampeners
•Floorboard inserts are rubber coated with chrome trim
•Driver floorboards come with mounting hardware
•Matching passenger floorboards and brake pedal pad are available separately
•Floorboards sold in pairs
•Brake pedal pad sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 CHROME
1621-0347 Driver floorboards $149.95
1621-0349 Passenger floorboards 199.95
1611-0032 Brake pedal pad 29.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
  GLOSS BLACK
1621-0348 Driver floorboards $149.95
1621-0350 Passenger floorboards 199.95
1611-0033 Brake pedal pad 29.95

ng dampeners

STREAMLINE

rately

HIGH ROLLER 
FOOTPEGS
•Billet aluminum construction 
with a chrome finish

•Feature knurled rubber 
sleeves for all-day comfort

•Footpegs measure approximately 11/8” diameter x 41/4” long
•Matching High Roller grips available separately; 
see the 2012 FatBook

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1620-0860 Male-mount footpegs (pr.) $94.95

LLER 
GS
um construction
e finish
led rubber
l-day comfort

POP-UP GAS CAPS
•Billet aluminum construction that is 
available in chrome or black wrinkle finish

•Fit is nearly flush when closed; opens 
easily with just a quarter turn of the 
center of cap

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FOR 04-12 XL (2.36” O.D.), VENTED
0703-0459 Chrome $49.95
0703-0460 Wrinkle black 49.95

DROP-IN OIL FILTER
•High-quality filter is a dependable 
replacement for many H-D models

•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0712-0379 For 53-65 Panhead, 66-82 FX/FL, 

57-78 XL; repl. OEM #63840-53 $8.95

CHROME REAR AXLE KITS
•Bright chrome finish on axle and hardware beautifies your bike
•Machined from chrome-moly steel
•Kits include axle, spacers, nuts and washers

NOTE:  Rear axle length given is measured from the inside of the bolt head to the end 
of the threads.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0214-0584 For 08-12 FXST/FLST/FXS (13”) $74.95
0214-0585 For 08-12 FXD models (except FXDF, FXDWG) (13.375”) 79.95
 

1611-0032

1611-0033

1621-0347

1621-0348

1621-0349

1621-0350

0214-0584 0214-0585

0703-0459

 FOR 80-12 FLT/FLHT, FLHTCUTG, 86-12 FLST/C, 90-12 FLSTF/N
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CHROME 
HEADLIGHT 
ASSEMBLY
•Complete side-mount 
replacement 
headlight assembly

•Includes the H11 low beam 
and H9 high beam bulbs

•ECE and DOT approved
•Replacement bulbs 
available separately, see 
the 2012 FatBook

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 02-11 V-ROD MODELS (EXCEPT VRSCD/X/F)
2001-0587 Chrome headlight assembly $229.95

DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAI

REAR MASTER CYLINDER 
ASSEMBLY COVER
•Chrome plated stamped steel cover improves the look 
of the OEM master cylinder

•Covers the entire master cylinder body and the sight glass
•Mounts with the existing OEM mounting bolts

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1731-0259 For 80-03 XL models $29.95
 

REAR PULLEY BOLT COVERS
•Available in chrome or a gloss black finish
•Attach with included spring clips
•Designed for use with the OEM 7/16” hex bolts
•Sold in a five pack

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 93-12 FXST/FLST, 93-12 FXD/FXDWG, 99-12 FLT/FLHT AND 04-12 XL MODELS
1201-0597 Chrome $36.95
1201-0598 Black 36.95

S

STEM NUT
•Hex style with a chrome finish
•Sold each

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0410-0160 For 71-84 FX, 85-86 FXR, 87 FXR/S 

and 78-87 XL; repl. OEM #45718-71 $13.95
 

REAR AXLE E-CLIP RETAINER
•Replaces OEM #41229-08
•Sold in 10-pack

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0214-0621 For 08-12 Big Twin (except FLHT/FLHR/

FLTR/FLHX and H-D FL Trikes) $1.95 (EA.)

FRONT AXLE CAPS
•ABS construction with a chrome finish
•Attach with silicone (silicone sold separately)
•Designed to fit stock-style, 3/4” front axles with 7/8” head and 1/2” hex nut 
(3/4” wrench size)

•Sold in pairs (dealer pack: 10 pairs)

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 INDIVIDUAL CHROME COVERS (10-PKS.)
2402-0128 For most 84-06 Big Twin, 86-06 XL models $3.95 (PR.)

FRONT AXLE CAPS

1201-0597 1201-0598
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CHROME LOWER 
BELT GUARD COVERS
•High-quality metal covers fit over the existing lower belt guards
•Simple bolt-on installation using existing hardware

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
1202-0088 For 09-12 FLHT/FLHX/FLHR/FLTR models; 

repl. OEM #60408-09 $49.95
1202-0089 For 97-08 FLHT/FLHX/FLHR/FLTR models; 

repl. OEM #60491-02A 59.95

ACCENT STYLE DERBY COVERS
•Steel covers are available in chrome or wrinkle 
black with contrasting screen insert

•Three styles to match existing horn covers, dip 
stick covers and points covers

•Includes mounting hardware

NOTE:  06 Dyna Glide and all 07-12 Big Twin applications will require the use 
of gasket PART #s 0934-0289 or 0934-0788.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 99-12 TWIN CAM
1107-0215 Flame, chrome $34.95
1107-0216 Flame, wrinkle black 34.95
1107-0221 Cross, chrome 34.95
1107-0222 Cross, wrinkle black 34.95
 FOR 84-98 BIG TWIN
1107-0219 Flame, chrome 36.95
1107-0220 Flame, wrinkle black 36.95
1107-0223 Cross, chrome 36.95
1107-0224 Cross, wrinkle black 36.95

FRAME INSERTS
•Four-piece chrome steel 
insert set dresses up any 
Softail frame

•Held securely in place 
by special adhesive tape

•Fits neatly into the 
recessed area of the frame section

49MM FORK 
BOOT COVERS
•Aluminum construction 
with chrome-plated finish

•Sold in pairs

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0504-0216 For 07-12 Softail models w/ 200 rear tire 

(except FLSTSB/FLSTFB/FLSTF/FLSTN models) $19.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0406-0027 For 06-12 FXD/FXDWG, 02-12 VRSC 

(w/ conventional forks) $18.95

ection

SUUG RETAIL

SUUG. RETAIL

BRAIDED 
LOWER BRAKE 
LINE KITS
•Braided brake lines 
exceed OEM pressure specifications, reduce brake line expansion and look good

•Available in stainless and black Renegade styles
•Feature Teflon® inner liner and stainless steel outer braid for smooth fluid transfer 
and high strength

•Factory-assembled for correct fit and reliability

NOTE: All measurements are approximate.

NOTE: Upper line must be purchased separately.

BANJO BOLTS
•Buttonhead torx-style steel bolts
•Available in Twighlight black or chrome finishes
•Sold each
•Made in the U.S.A.

FITS MODEL

STAINLESS

PART #
SUG. 

RETAIL
BLACK 
PART #

SUG. 
RETAIL

RUSSELL

REF. #
OEM 
REF #

 FLT, FLHT, FLHTC/I, FLHR/I AND FLTR/I
For 09-12 FLHRC, FLHR, FLHT, 
  FLHTC, FLHTCU, FLHTK, 
  FLHX w/ABS (lowers only) 1741-3556 $131.95 1741-3557 $137.95 R08779S/BC 40612-09

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 TWIGHLIGHT BLACK
1742-0360 3/8”-24 $13.95
1742-0361 7/16”-24 13.95
1742-0363 12mm x 1.50 14.95
1742-0364 10mm x 1.25 13.95
 CHROME
1742-0355 3/8”-24 12.95
1742-0356 7/16”-24 12.95
1742-0358 12mm x 1.50 13.95
1742-0359 10mm x 1.25 13.95
 

 STOCK LENGTH FRONT BRAKE LINES

1741-3556 1741-3557

1742-0355

1742-0360

1202-0088

1202-0089

1107-0216

E YLE E Y

1107-0219

1107-0221

1107-0224
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PLUSH WASH MITT
•The mitt is very friendly 
to all surfaces

•It holds in suspension, an 
incredible amount of sudsy 
water for a very liquid agitation 
to remove dirt, bugs and road 
grime on your bike

•Incredible durability, long life; 
wash and reuse over and over

•Use with Cycle Care Formulas 2 and 22
•Sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0138 $8.95

SCOOT PADS
•Apply Formula M Metal Polish to one 
of these pads and watch blueing 
and/or golding start to disappear

•Sold in a 4-pack

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3702-0008 $3.95
 

POLISH APPLICATOR PAD
•Just the right size to apply and control 
the distribution of the products

•Washable and reusable; it will survive many 
uses and applications

•Use specifically with Formula S Scratch Scuff 
and Swirl Remover

•Sold each
PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0053 $2.95

CYCLE CARE
The folks at Cycle Care Formulas are both motorcyclists and “Clean 
Freaks”. Their hands-on hard work and dedication have produced 
an American Made line of MOTORCYCLE-SPECIFIC cleaning products 
that is second to none. Now you can get a Detail Center POP Display 
package that brings their hard work to within easy reach of your 
customers. It is the single-source-solution for every detailing need. 
Contact your rep. today.

WHITEWALL 
TIRE BRUSH
•White and black 
rubber oxidize 
exactly like 
aluminum or paint

•The job of the 
cleaner is to soften 
the oxidation so 
that slight agitation 
will cause release 
of the oxidation from the tire

•This little brass brush does 
the most thorough and even job of restoring 
the surface

•White sidewalls will look whiter than white
•Sold each

NOTE:  Brass brush will not scratch chrome wheels 
with this procedure.

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0143 $6.95
 

WHEEL AND ENGINE BRUSH
•This soft bristle brush will safely bend and 
curve around anything you ask it to reach; 
excellent for use on all types of wheels

•Specifically designed to use with 
Safeclean™, Silver and Black Motor Cleaner, 
on all generations of Silver and Black 
motors/engines and related components

•The road grime stains will rinse away 
and you will have your clean motor back

•Sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0142 $6.95

ULTRA FINE STEEL WOOL
•Use with a liquid cleaner or polish, such 
as Formula 33 

•A professional detailer’s secret weapon to 
clean and polish burned-ondirt, road oil, little 
white pollen spots, etc. on chrome exhaust, 
motor parts and chrome accessories

•Remove burned-on heel marks and  flash 
rust from chrome-plated metal parts

•Do not use on chrome-plated plastics – test 
with a magnet

•Also good with Formula M on aluminum stains and pitting
•Sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0144 $2.95
 

NEWMAG™ WHEEL CLEANER
•NEWMAG™ cleans brake dust and road grime 
from areas that are impossible and unreachable 
with ordinary wheel cleaners, towels or brushes

•Safe and beautifully cleans all magnesium, 
chrome, forged aluminum, polished aluminum 
and powder-coated wheels; takes your wheels 
back to new

•Safe on brake rotors, calipers, 
pads, rubber and all metal

•22 oz. bottle, 6 per case 
or 1 gallon bottle, 4 per case

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
22 oz. spray bottle 3704-0139 $15.95
Gallon bottle 3704-0140 59.95
 

3704-0139 3704-0140

and pitting
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CYCLE SHAMMY
•A synthetic shammy that wipes and dries 
like a squeegee and leaves zero 
water behind

•Absorbs large volumes of water 
and is extremely easy to wring out

•Wash and reuse over and over again
•Dimensions: 32” x 30”; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3704-0141 $14.95

PLUSH POLISHING TOWEL
•This two-ply microfiber towel outperforms 
and outlasts all other microfiber towels

•Use as a polish towel – polish on, polish off
•Use as a drying towel and wipe down cloth
•Wash and reuse over and over
•Use with Cycle Care Formulas 3, W and 
Formula 33

•Dimensions: 12” x 15”; sold each

PART # SUG. RETAIL
3713-0050 $13.95

MICROFIBER TOWELS
•These high-quality, 360 gram weight microfiber towels will perform any 
job you ask – dry, polish on or polish off

•Work amazingly well with Formula 33 Spray & Wipe products
•Dampened with water or spray & wipe product, it will perform 
beautifully, as the perfect wipe-down tool

•Wash and reuse over and over; will not shrink or lint
•Available in dark blue, sold each; and light blue, sold in 4-pack

DESCRIPTION PART # SUG. RETAIL
Dark blue (ea.) 3713-0051 $6.95
Light blue (4-pk.) 3713-0052 19.95

ELS

BLIND SPOT II 
MIRRORS WITH 
AUXILIARY 
TURN SIGNALS
•New, more streamlined stem design
•Mirrors have LED amber lights directed to the sides of the bike that add 
turn signal visibility for drivers in your blind spot

•Sculpted mirror head with beveled glass mirror face; mirror head moves 
in a ball-and-socket mechanism

•Mirror head is approximately 31/2” x 6”
•All necessary mounting hardware included
•Sold in pairs

NOTE: Not recommended for Buckhorn handlebars.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
0640-0636 Blind Spot II mirrors (pr.) $189.95

MEDIA 
RADIO PACKAGES
•Features marine digital media 
receiver with AM/FM tuner; 
plays MP3, WMA and AAC files 
(does not play CDs)

•Built-in amplifier (17 watts RMS CEA-2006/52 peak x 4 channels)
•Tune Tray compartment holds your iPod®, Sony Walkman MP3 player (adapter required) 
or USB thumb drive inside receiver

•Includes radio, Biketronics Titan-Hertz 61/2” high-performance front speakers, mounting kit 
and electronic module for OEM handlebar radio control switches with AVC (auto-volume control) and Biketronics radio splash cover

•Two-speaker radio packages for FLHT, FLHTC and FLHTCU models also come with Biketronics front speaker Power Grills
•Four-speaker radio package for FLHT, FLHTC and FLHTCU models also includes one pair of 51/4” rear speakers (requires OEM rear speaker pods)
•Easy installation – bolt-in, plug-in and go

NOTE: Installation of four-speaker systems on bikes with CB radios will eliminate the CB intercom or rear pod switch functions.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 98-12 FLHT, FLHTC AND FLHTCU
4401-0118 2-speaker kit $719.95
4401-0120 4-speaker kit 829.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 96-97 FLHT AND FLHTC
4401-0119 2-speaker kit $719.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 98-12 FLTR/X
4401-0121 2-speaker kit $719.95

kit 
control) and Biketronics radio splash cover
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WEEKDAY™ 2-UP
•The 2-up for daily use
•Designed with a passenger in mind, this 2-up 
seat offers the clean looks of a solo with 
some cushion for a passenger

•The seat base hugs the frame while 
maintaining the width of the fender

•The covers are constructed using high-quality 
leather inserts and top-grade vinyl sides

•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 08-12 FLSTC
0802-0656 Plain smooth $365.95
0802-0657 Flame stitch 384.95
0802-0658 French seam stitch 384.95
 

y 

SUG. RETAIL

$365.95
384.95

h 384.95

SPEEDCRADLE™ SOLO
•Designed for added stability and control in high-speed 
situations, heavy crosswinds and turbulent environments

•Seat pushes you down and forward approximately 2 inches
•Pronounced rise at the seat tip helps to lock rider in saddle to mitigate torso torque and loss of control
•Made in the U.S.A.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 08-11 FXCW/C
0802-0654 Plain smooth $331.95
 

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
 FOR 08-11 FXCW/C (CONT)
0802-0655 Flame stitch $351.95
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DRIVER BACKREST KIT 
FOR OEM DRESSER/TOURING SEATS
•Specially designed to work with 88-and-newer Dresser/Touring 
models with OEM slotted seat

•Frame-mount EZ Glide receiver mechanism allows you to easily mount your choice of pad 
assembly (receiver mechanism and pads sold separately)

•Pad assembly includes high-quality polished and chrome-plated 7.25” (short) or 9.75” (tall) detent bar with 
a design that provides 2” of fore and aft adjustment

•All pads fold forward for ease of getting on and off bike
•Pad assembly options include a vinyl pillow-style to match tall pillow-style seats, and solar-reflective leather 
styles that match both lower profile and tall seats; solar-reflective reduces surface temperature by as much 
as 25°F for a cooler contact, higher durability and longer life over conventional leather or vinyl

•All large pad assemblies also include a pouch with a removable rain cover that will cover the pad 
and the entire seat for added protection from rain and sun

•Made in the U.S.A.

NOTE: Short bar is for Street Glide, Road King and Road Glide-style low-profile seats. Tall bar is for Ultra-style tall-profile seats.

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
FRAME-MOUNT EZ GLIDE RECEIVER MECHANISM
0822-0163 For 88-12 Dresser/Touring models $59.95
SMALL PAD ASSEMBLY WITH STATIONARY PAD (9” X 5.25” PAD)
0822-0164 Short bar, solar-reflective leather 159.95

PART # DESCRIPTION SUG. RETAIL
LARGE PAD ASSEMBLIES WITH PIVOTING PAD (10” X 7.5” PAD)
0822-0165 Short bar, solar-reflective leather $199.95
0822-0167 Tall bar, solar-reflective leather 199.95
0822-0166 Tall bar, pillow-style vinyl 199.95

0822-0163

0822-0164 0822-0165

0822-0166


